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MICROMECHAMCAL MODELLING OF TIilÍE -DEPEI\iDENT FAILIJRf,
TRAI\ISVERSELY LOADf,D COMPOSITf, S

L.E. Govaert', RJ.M. Smft'and T. Peijs.

In rh;s study the time.dependexft fractuÍe behaviour of tranwersely
loaded E-glasV.potry laminates is investigated using a 3-D
micromechanical finite element appÍoach in combination with a
constitutive equation, that is able to capture the yield behaviour ofthe
epory matrix It is Soum fia1 this approacl, in combination with a
strain criterion for matrix faihue, can be used successfully for the
prediction ofthe rate dependent tensile *rength and the creep life-
time of ÍanweÍsely loaded E-glasVepoxy coryosites.

Inroduction

Models for the prediction of strength of coryosite materials are generally directed to stort-term
f2iftrrs uqing leminate analysis based on classical mechanics, coupled with a common faihue theory
srch as maximum stress or maximum straitr concepts. Since atnost all engineering corFonents are
subjected to load and environmental hisories which diEer strongly over the service time of the
coryotr€nt, it is clear tiat there is a need for the developmelrt ofnew approaches for the prediction
of failure of composites which enable us to include time-variable circumstances. In case of matrix
dominated failure-modes, such as tr:ursverse and shear failure, ir seems tlerefore obvious to
investigate ttre time- and stress-dependent fiilure of the polymer matrix

With recent developmetrts in thre+dimensional constitutive modelling of large strain plasticity in
amorphous polymers [l-3], the numerical simulation of the behaviour oftie polymer matrix under
complex loading conditions is well within reach. In tis research rhis technique was eryloyed, in
combination wittr micromechanics, to evaluate short-term and long-term ftanwerse faifure of
unidirectional glasVepory laminalg5.

Experimental

A rather britde epoxy system of Ciba Geigy (Araldite LY556/EfYgl'7/D]í070) was used as marrix
system in rhis study. This epoxy syste.ta is based on diglycidyl ether ofbisphenol-A with an anhydride
curing agent. E-glass fibres (Silenka 0.84-M28) were used as reinforcement material
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In order to characterize the yielding behaviour of the matrix five differe,nt (multi-axial) tests were

performed on the pure matrix material at strain rates varying over several decades, viz. uniaxial

èxension, uniaxial coryression" planar extension, planxl gsrylsssion and siryle shear tests' The

testing of the rmidirectional coryosites consis'ted oftranwerse three-point bending experiments at

different strain rates. The composites were also tested undeÍ (constant load) creep conditions in

three-point bending.

Characterization of maEix naterial

In this researcb, a threedimensional yield expressio4 usually referred to as pressure modified Eyring

flow, is eryloyed to descnbe the mrhi-axial yield behaviour ofthe epory matrix This approach was
initialV proposed by Ward and Duckett [4] and expresses the stÍess state and deformation rate at the

yield point in terms ofthe octahedral shear stress t,o, and the octahedral shear rate 1""o reqpectively:

i . n  =  l os inh  J  I : : d  l " * l - # l

rryhere Zis the absolute teryerature, & is Boltzlann's constalt, u is the shear activation vohrme, P

is the hydrostatic pressure, O is the pressure activation volume and yo is, in isothermal conditions,
a material constar1t. The results of the uniaxial exte,nsion, planar exte,nsion, rmiaxial coryression,
planar coryression and siryle shear test are presented in Fig. l, uÀere the octahedÍal sheaÍ stress
is plotted versus the octahedral shear rate for all loading geometries. All e4eriments were perform:d

atioom temperature (295 Kelvin). The drawn lines are predicted by Eq. l, using: T0 = 1.5 l0-2r s-t,

Q = 0.441nm3 md u = 3.5 nm3, Sowing clearty tlat all e:rperiments are in good ageement with this
modified Eyring equation.

Micromechanical analysis of composite materials

To account for the corylex stress and strain situation in a coryosite, micromechanical simulations
are performed with the Finite Element Metlod (FEM). The micromechanical simulations are based
on a hexagonal fibre aÍray> from uÀich the finite element mesh, representing a 6bre vohrme fraction

of 50% is Sown in Fig. 2. To àcilitate fnite elemeÍrt analysis a ttrree-dime,nsiond constitutive model
is required. In this Sudy the coryressible Leonov model was used, which is descnlbed in detail
elsetrÀere [3]. In this model the matrix material is regarded as a linear elastic, coryresstle solid up

to the yield point, with a modulus of 3200 MPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.37. The yield behaviour of

the material is descnibed as a generalised Newtonian fluid witl a flow characteristic according to the

data presented in Fig. 1. The strain hardening behavioru was also modelled as a Gaussian, rubber
elastic spring. The nrbber modulus was estimated at 31.5 MPa, as determined experimentally with

dyramic mechanical thermal analysis.

Since there is no limit to the deformation in the constitutive model an additional failure criterion is
needed. In this study a limiting value of 15% for the octahedral shear strain was chosen. This value
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was estimated fiom a numerical siÍÍrrjrtion of a tensile experiment at a global strain rate of l0{ s'r by
evaluating the local sÉrain state in the coryosite at an externally applied stress equal to thl
e4erimentally observed tensile strength. For the prediction offailure at otler strain rates or under
the inffuence of a statically applied stress (oeep), a micromechanical simulation of the desired rest
was performed rry to a global *ate of deformation where the local maximum of the octahedral shear
strain equals the critical value of l1Yo.

Validation

The results of maximum stÍess veÍsus strain rate of the composites in tlree-point bending are
presented in Fig. 3. The error bars are the standard deviation ofthe experimental outcome. The
predicted srain rate dependoce ofóe tran*eise strength is represented by the solid line and shows
that the e4erimental results are well descnibed by the strain criterion. Similxl 16 1tr. constart stÍain
rate testq the numerical predictions for creep Êilure were compared with experimental resglts. Again
the local strain criterion is used to predict the creep time to failure for the differenr appliecl
engineedng $resses- The resufts oftle e4eriments and the numerical simulations are shoraar in Fig.4.
It car be seen that the micromechanical model in combination with this faihre criterion is able to
describe time to Êacure ofthe tranweÍsely loaded E-glasvepoxy coryosites.

Conclusions

In this study it is demonstrated that the modified Eyring equation can be satisfactory used for tle
description ofthe yield behaviour ofthe epory sysÉem rmder muhi-axial loarting cónditions. The
various multi-axial e4reriments also showed that the epo;:y system clearly exbibits a press.oe
dependent yield behaviour. By-inrroducing these parameters into the .ooryr"r.ibL L.onov model
rumedcal (FEM) simulations ofthe mechanical behaviour ofthe epory qyiem could be performecl-
Micromechanical simr'letions of rate dependent tranwerse $rength of rmidireaional corryositeg
showed the validity of a failure criterion based on a maxinum local strain. Moreover, this fsilurscriterion could be used for the prediction ofcreep time to faíure.
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